
Question Bank for the Post of TNC’S in Pay Band Rs.5200 to 20200  
 GP Rs.1900 against 33 1/3 Quota in Operating “SC” Division.  2015 

How many Zones are there in Indian Railways, Write them with their Head 
Quarters? 
 
What are the zonal interchange points on ‘SC’ Railway, Write them? What are 
the divisional interchange points of Secunderabad division write them? 
 

1.Write important junctions of SC Railway? 
 

2.What are the basic and additional passenger amenities provided at major 
station? 
 

3.What are the passenger amenities provided on a superfast trains? 
 

4.What are the salient futures of 1967 Act Hindi official language policy? 
 

5.What are 1976 Rules of Hindi official language policy and what are the states 
which comes under A, B and C regions? 
 

6.Write briefly about Hindi official language policy? 
 

7.Briefly explain organizational set up of Indian Railways?  
 

8.What are the various departments of Indian Railways? Briefly explain them? 
 

9.How many states and union territories are there in India write them? 
 

10.What are the various classes of accommodation available by various 
passenger carrying trains? 
 

11.What are the signals which are in use on Indian Railways explain them by way 
of flow chart? 
 

12.What is shunting? What are the authorities used for shunting? 
 

13.What is marshalling yard? How many types of marshalling yards are there. 
Explain briefly? 
 

14.What are the important records to be maintained in yard office? 
 

15.What is marshalling? Explain marshalling of  Explosives and Dead engines? 
 

16.What is marshalling? Explain marshalling of SLR’s? 
 

17.Briefly explain marshalling of mail/express trains and passengers trains? 
 

18.Briefly explain marshalling of mixed train? 
 



19.What are the causes and remedies for marshalling yard congestion? 
 

20.What are the duties of TNC at the time of arrival and departure of a train? 
 

21.What are the duties of TNC at the time of attaching/ detaching of vehicles at a 
station? 
 

22.Write short notes on  
a.Placement memo 
b.Release memo 
c.Cut memo 
d.Irregularity memo 
e.Wagon exchange register 

 
23.What is FOIS? Write its advantages? 

 
24.What are the different types of freight trains run on Indian Railways? 

 

25.What is ART and what it comprises of ? 
 

26.What is the different between wayside station and junction station? 
 

27.Write the differences between  
 

a. semaphore and colour light signals.  
b. TALQ and MAUQ Signals? 

Mathematics 

28.A rake was placed for unloading at a station at 10.20hrs on 06.11.11. 
Unloading completed at 15.30hrs of 08.11.11 what is total detention of the 
rake? 
 

29.A rake was placed for loading at a station at 23.05hrs on 31.10.2011 and 
loading completed on 02.11.2011 at 10.00hrs. What was the total detention? 
 

30.A rake of 40 BCN offered for loading convert the rake in terms of 4 wheels 
units and what will be total load of the rake if loaded to its cc? 
 

31.A) There are 30 students in class out of which 5 students passed the 
examination. Calculate the percentage of students passed? 
 

B) The population of a village is 900 out of which 500 are men rest or female 

calculate the percentage of female population? 

 

32.The weight of a gunny bag which contained rice is 42.5kg what is the weight 
of 245 gunny bags? 
 

33.A train starts with 300 passengers form a station. In the first stage 70 
passengers entrained and 40 detrained. In the second stage 20 detrained. In 
the third stage 40 entrained when the train reached the destination, how many 
passengers will be there on the train? 



 

34.A train covers a distance of 400 KMS in 2 ½ hours. What is the average speed 
of the train? 
 

35.10 men can complete a job in 15 days. In how many days 15 men can 
complete the same job? 
 

36.A banana costs Rs. 2 ½ what is the cost of 3 ½ dozen bananas? 
 

37.The distance between SC and NDLS is 1675 KMS. A train running with 120 
KMPH speed without stopping at any station will cover the distance in how 
much time? 
 

38.A station master has issued 25 tickets of Rs. 15 each and 15 tickets of Rs. 45 
each. How much amount he collected by the sale of tickets? 
 

39.A TNC receive a gross salary of Rs. 22,000/- per month. In that contribution 
towards CGIS is Rs. 30/- PF Rs. 1,800/- CCS Rs. 800/- CCS loan amount 
recovery Rs. 2,000/- Quarter’s rent Rs. 750/- Electricity bill Rs. 175/- and LIC 
premium Rs. 1,675/- what is the net salary he receives? 

Letter writing 

40.Write a letter to your friend inviting him during Sankranthi holidays? 
 

41.Write a letter to civil supplier’s officer asking ration card for self and family 
members? 
 

42.Write a letter to the commissioner of police lodging a complaint about the theft 
of articles in your house? 
 

43.Write a letter to municipal commissioner about the insanitary conditions in 
your locality? 
 

44.Write a leave letter to your Sr. DOM requesting 10 days leave? 

 

********* 

 

 

 

 

 

 



General English. 

Passage reading question answers 

Socrates was born in 469 B.C in Athens when he was the most powerful of the 

Greek state. His father was a sculptor and for a long time young Socrates followed 

the same profession. His mother was a mid wife. 

1. Where was Socrates born? 

2. What was his father? 

3. What was his mother? 

4. What did he do when he was young? 

5. When was Socrates born?  

 

Socrates spends most of his time in intelligent discussions. This soon earned him the 

reputation of being the world’s wisest man. He wondered out in to the open early in 

the morning winter or summer. He wore no coat, his feet and legs were always bare. 

He never tried to conceal his poverty. He became accustomed to such physical hard 

ships. He was concerned only things of the mind and of the soul. 

1. How Socrates accustomed to physical hardship? 

2. What did he do in the morning? 

3. How Socrates spent his time? 

4. What did Socrates intelligent discussions earned him? 

5. Why didn’t wear coat or shoe? 

 

An effective speech is an attractive speech. It not only attracts the audience but 

sometimes changes them. Worried Audience becomes cheerful. Mild Audience 

becomes wild. Sometimes listeners change their faith as a result of an effective 

speech. Here is an example of an effective speech. In 1982 summer a large number 

of farmers in Chicago state began to lose their faith in God. They were terribly 

depressed. At that time came Dr. Schuler an American priest talk to them. 

1. How does an effective speech help the audience? 

2. What is this passage about? 

3. Who delivered an effective speech to farmers of Chicago state? 

4. What changes do the audiences experience? 

5. Where and when the incident take place? 

 



Once there was a poor peasant, every day he went to the field to plough, he took 

some bread for breakfast. One day, he was hungry, he went to take the bread and 

found it was missing. He was sure that someone must have been taken it, he said 

whoever took it must be more in need of it and prayed to god that it might do him 

good. It was an Imp that stole the bread. 

1. When the peasant found that the bread was missing, what did he do? 

2. What did Peasant took for breakfast? 

3. Where did peasant go every day? 

4. Who stole the bread? 

5. Who was hungrier peasant or Imp? 

Fill in the blanks with suitable words. 

1. Have faith _____________God. 

2. He has left Hyderabad __________________Delhi. 

3. The train had left___________________ I reached the station 

4. I hale _________________________ Andhra Pradesh 

5. Gandhi was loved _________________________ the People 

6. Birds fly ________________________ the air 

7. The Chief Minister presided _____________________ function 

8. Where is the bag ___________________ I gave to you? 

9. _______________________ do you get up daily? 

10. My friend lives _________________ Mumbai. 

11. Why are you angry ____________________ me? 

12. Please show me the way ________________________ the nearest post office. 

13. Are you going _____________________ train? 

14. It was ___________________ interesting experiment 

15. There have been several effective speakers in __________________ world. 

16. I went ____________________ Hyderabad yesterday. 

17. I am not sure __________________________ this answer is correct. 

18. I am leaving ________________________ Bengulure today to attend the meeting. 

19. She fell _____________________ a pit of snow 

20. Darkness comes ___________________ sunset 

21. There was a huge crowd ______________________ the Cricket match 



22. Either today or tomorrow _________________ a holiday 

23. Smoking is injurious ____________________ health 

24. He left the house ____________________ 9 AM 

25. A boy picked ________________ my purse and run away 

26. I am pleased __________________you 

27. The moon shines ______________________ night 

28. The cat jumped _________________the well 

29. The TNC is ___________________ duty 

30. There is a bridge___________________ the river 

31. I am waiting ______________________ the train 

32. I am working _________________ this office for past 20 years 

33. Oil will not mix __________________ water 

34. I received a gift __________________ my friend 

35. The eye is more powerful_____________________ a camera 

36. Often we are ___________________ doubt as to what to do 

37. I bought this pen ________________ the book shop 

38. The Taj Mahal is _________________ most beautiful monument 

39. God helps those __________________ help themselves 

40. Give me the book _______________ is on the table 

41. I borrow the book ________________ the library 

42. Ramu writes ___________________ his left hand 

43. As _____________ was raining we could not continue the match 

44. Pygmies are one _______________the original races of Africa. 

45. He is ___________________ old to walk straight 

46. Please wait for ____________ minute 

47. The thief was surround _____________________ police 

48. It was ________________ interesting story 

49. Please have a look _______________ my drawings 

50. Woolen clothes give us protection ______________ cold weather 

51. Divide the apple equally _________ the two 

52. Come home ____________ once 



53. I am waiting for you ________ 10 AM 

54. You cannot get good marks _____________ your work very hard 

55. ________________________ he is poor, he is honest 

Fill in the banks with appropriate prepositions. 

56. He died ________ cholera 

57. Ram is agreed _______________ proposals  

58. Shankar was annoyed ______________ shyam 

59. Ramesh lives __________ America 

60. Anitha lives in India _________ Hyderabad 

61. Student was looking __________ board 

62. I cut the apple _____________ knife 

63. Divided the pencil _________ two 

64. The tiger jumped ______________ deer 

Fill in the blanks with appropriate articles.  

65. The pen is ________ pocket 

66. DRM is _________ gentleman 

67. I saw _____________ one eyed man on the street 

68.  Mount Everest is __________ tallest mountain 

69. _________ rises in the east 

70. Ramesh saw ____________ elephant in the forest 

71. Sunil bought ___________ purse for me 

72. _________________ Taj Mahal is one of the Seven Wonders of the World 

73. Krishna brought ______________ umbrella form the market 

74. Bring _____________ notebook form the market 

75. I saw ___________ox in the shed  

Which of the following does not fit in the group. 

76. Man, Tree, House, Dog 
      (a) Man (b) Tree (c) House (d) Dog 

77. Mango, Apple, Guava, Radish 
     (a) Mango (b) Apple (c) Guava (d) Radish 

78. Jackal, Goat, Ox, Sheep 
      (a)Jackal (b) Goat (c) Ox (d) Sheep 



79. Polio, Malaria, Jaundice, Fever 
      (a)Polio (b) Malaria (c) Jaundice (d) Fever 

80. Malayalam Telugu, Tamil, Bengali 
      (a) Malayalam (b) Telugu (c) Tamil (d) Bengali 

81. Which of the following animal does not have neck. 
      (a) Elephant (b) Giraffe (c) Rabbit (d) Frog 

82. Which of the following animal has both legs and wings. 
      (a) Lizard (b) Spider (c) Butterfly (d) Centipede 

83. Which of the following bird cannot fly. 
      (a) Sparrow (b) Duck (c) Ostrich (d) Peacock 

84. Which of the following has legs. 
      (a) Cobra (b) Earthworm (c) Tortoise (d) Python 

85. Which of the following tallest animal. 
      (a) Camel (b) Elephant (c) Giraffe (d) Lion 

86. Which of the following is called farmer’s friend. 
      (a) Cow (b) buffalo (c) Goat (d) Earthworm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                   TNC - OBJECTIVE  QUESTIONS – SC/DIVISION                                  

General knowledge 

1. First Train in India started between _________ and _________on ___________. 

2. Railway Minister _________________________ 

3. Ministers of state for Railways _______________________ 

4. President of India __________________________ 

5. Prime minister of India __________________________ 

6. Vice President of India __________________________ 

7. Chief Justice of India_______________________ 

8. Chief Election Commissioner of India ________________ 

9. Speaker of Lok Shaba __________________________ 

10. Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh _____________________ 

11. Governor of Andhra Pradesh __________________________ 

12. Chairman Railway board ___________________ 

13. Member Traffic ______________________ 

14. Railway board Head quarters ________________________ 

15. GM of SC Railway ____________________ 

16. COM of SC Railway _________________________ 

17. CFTM of SC Railway ________________________ 

18. CPTM of SC Railway __________________________- 

19. CTPM of SC Railway ___________________________ 

20. CTM (G) & PP of SC Railway _______________________ 

21. CCM of SC Railway _________________________________ 

22. CPO of SC Railway _________________________________ 

23. CSO of SC Railway _________________________________ 

24. CCRS Head quarters ________________________________ 

25. RDSO Head quarters _________________________________ 

26. Father of Nation __________________________________ 

27. Iron man of India ___________________________________ 

28. Nightingale of India _________________________________ 

29. National bird of India _______________________________ 

30. National animal of India ______________________________ 

31. National flower of India ________________________________ 

32. Capital of India _______________________ 

33. Capital of Andhra Pradesh ________________________ 

34. National game of India _____________________________ 



35. National Anthem of India ___________________________ 

36. National song of India ___________________________ 

37. National flag of India was designed by _____________________ 

38. There are _______ states and_______ union territories in India. 

39. National Holidays of India____________________ 

40. Grand old man of India _________________________ 

41. Who wrote Gitanjali __________________ 

42. Chandigarh is the capital of __________________ 

43. Head of the Army is called _____________________ 

44. Head of the Navy is called _____________________ 

45. Head of the Air-force is called____________________ 

46. Head of the union territory _____________________ 

47. CRS of SC Railway____________________________ 

48. Red-fort is located at ___________ 

49. Pink city of India is __________________ 

50. City of lakes of India____________________ 

51. There are _____numbers of Zones and ____number of production units in I.Rlys 

52. Integral Coach Factory is located at _______________________ 

53. Triveni Sangam is located at____________________ 

54. Chitaranjan loco motive works is located in __________________ 

55.  Rail spring karkhana is located at _____________________ 

56. DRM of ‘SC’ Division _____________________________ 

57. ADRM’s of ‘SC’ Division________________________ 

58. Sr. DOM of ‘SC’ Division __________________________ 

59. Sr. DSO of ‘SC’ Division ______________________ 

60. Sr. DPO of ‘SC’ Division _________________________ 

61. Sr. DCM of ‘SC’ Division ______________________________ 

62. DOM(G) of ‘SC’ Division ____________________________ 

63. ‘BDCR’ Station is located  near __________________ River. 

64. Biggest Junction of ‘SC’ Railway is _____________________. 

65. ___________________ temple is located near BDCR  Station. 

66. ___________________ temple is located near PRLI Station. 

67. Containers are loaded at _______________station in SC division. 

68. At ‘SYI’ station ____________________ commodity is loaded. 

69. ___________Station of ‘SC’ Division is considered as historical monument. 

70. TNC means ____________________ 



General Knowledge pertaining to working 

71. BCXC means __________ 

72. BCXT means___________ 

73. BFR means ______________ 

74. BRH means__________________ 

75. BOBR means ______________ 

76. BV means__________ 

77. BVGT means ____________ 

78. BVZC means______________ 

79. BCN means_______________ 

80. BCX means _______________ 

81. BTGN means______________ 

82. BOY means________________ 

83. BTM means _____________ 

84. BTW means_____________ 

85. BOBX means_________________ 

86. BRN means____________________ 

87. BFK means_______________ 

88. AC coach means____________________ 

89. CZ coach means___________________ 

90. CW coach means _________________ 

91. W coach means__________________ 

92. Coach Prefix with Y means _____________ 

93. SLR means ___________________ 

94. VPU means __________________ 

95. RS coach means _________________ 

96. RZ coach means ______________________ 

97. RA coach means ______________________ 

98. RB coach means ________________________ 

99. WGSCN coach means______________________ 

100. WGACCN coach means __________________ 

101. CTR means _____________________ 

102. VG means _______________________ 

103. ODC means ____________________ 

104. SCOR means ___________________ 



105. CHC means_________________ 

106. CTO means _________________ 

107. SMR means __________________ 

108. FOIS means _____________________ 

109. COIS means _________________ 

110. CRIS means _________________ 

111. Special instructions are issued by _________________________ 

112. Approved Special instructions are issued by __________________ 

113. _____________________is authorized officer of SC Railway  

114. Distant signal is a ________________ Signal. 

115. Distant signal shows ______________ light in ‘ON’ position  

116. Double Distant signal will be provided when the speed of the train is _______ 

117. When two Distant signals are provided Distant Signal located at _______meters  
        from Home Signal  

118. ______________ Board is dispensed when two Distant Signals are provided 

119. When two Distant Signals are provided Distant signal gives ______ Aspects. 

120. When Double Distant signals are provided Distant signals shows____________  
        light in ‘ON’ position 

121. During thick and foggy weather when double distant signals are provided _____ 
         ___________ is not required  

122. VTO and FSP will not be provided when ______________ provided. 

123. Home signal is a ____________ Signal  

124. The normal Aspect of Automatic Stop Signal is _________________ 

125. Semi Automatic signal is distinguished by _____________________ 

126. TALQ Signals means ________________ 

127. MAUQ signals means _________________ 

128. For admitting a train on un signaled line __________ memo is given to Loco Pilot. 

129. Long-Short, Long-Short ( -- 0 – 0 ) whistle code means ______________ 

130. Two Short one Long ( 0 0 -- ) whistle code means ____________ 

131. Three long whistles ( -- -- -- ) means __________________ 

132. One long two short whistle ( -- 0 0 ) means _______________ 

133. Two long sirens means ____________________ 

134. Three long sirens means __________________ 

135. Three long one Short sirens means ________________ 

136. Four long sirens means ________________________ 

137. Four long one short sirens means _______________________ 

138. Mock drills shall be conducted once in __________ months  



139. ART means __________________ 

140. MRV means ___________________ 

141. MFD means __________________ 

142. ART shall be turned out within ____minutes during day and within___________                 
         minutes  during night time 

143. MRT shall be turned out within ____ minutes  with a direct dispatch facility and 
        within ______ minutes without direct dispatch facility.  

144. A Goods train with 56 wagons, BP Pressure in engine _______ and in BV_______ 

145. A Goods train with 57 wagons, BP Pressure in engine _______ and in BV_______ 

146. Reduction of BP pressure causes ________________ 

147. Creation of BP pressure causes _________________ 

148. Vacuum pressure of a goods train in engine _______ BV_____ Average ____  

149. Vacuum pressure in Mail/Express train engine ________ BV _______ Avg_____ 

150. Vacuum pressure in passenger train engine _______ BV ______ Avg______ 

151. Break Power for Mail/Express train at originating station shall be ______ percent      
        and enroute shall be ______ percentage. 

152. Break power for goods train with air brake non CC shall be ____ at originating Station.  

 153. Break power for goods train with vacuum break non CC shall be _____________           
         at originating station. 

154. POH means __________ 

155. IOH means __________ 

156. POH of super fast express trains shall be done once in _________ months 

157. POH of express trains shall be done once in _________ months 

158. POH of passenger trains shall be done once in _________ months 

159. Closed circuit rake BPC is valid for __________ or ________ whichever is earlier.  

160. Premium rake BPC is valid for _________ days   

161. Material train BPC is valid for ________ days subject to its revaluation once in           

         ______________ days by C&W staff.  

162. Advance Starter protects _____________ 

163. Starter Signal protects _______________ 

164. Shunt signal protects ________________ 

165. The Authority to pass when Shunting Permitted Indicator become defective _______  

 166. When Shunt Signal defective _________ Authority is given to Loco pilot/Shunter. 

167. The Authority to pass defective Advance Starter is ____________ 

168. T/806 is ____________________ 

169. Divisional Caution order No. is _____________ 

170. Caution order shall be prepared in __________ Foils 



171. Caution order is given first to ___________ then to ___________ 

172. First copy of caution order shall be given to __________ 

173. Authority to pass defective stop signal at ‘ON’ position _______________  

174. Pre warning memo to pass defective stop signal is _______________ 

175. Shunting is performed by _______ , __________ and ________ 

176._____, _______ and ______ Signals shall not be used during shunting operations  

177. Detonator signals are also known as ______________ signals 

178. ______, ______ and ______ types of signals are used in Indian Railways 

179. While performing shunting the points which are not protected by signals shall be  

         locked by __________ or _______ method 

180. All un signaled shunt movements are to be performed duly __________ of Points. 

181. T/J 602 Authority is ___________ 

182. The MPS between KZJ and BPQ is ____________ 

183. The MPS between VKB and PRLI is _______________ 

184. The MPS Between LPI and WADI  is _______________ 

185. The super fast trains  are monitored by  ____________. 

 

Abbreviations 

186. MMTS: 

187. ZRTI: 

188. POET: 

189. IVRS: 

190. ACD: 

191. DHMU: 

192. MEMU: 

193. LVCD: 

194. FRED: 

195. SPAD: 

196. NTES: 

197. IRCTC: 

198. CONCOR: 

199. DLW: 

200. ICF: 

201. RCF: 

202. CLW: 



203. RSK: 

204. IRISET: 

205. RSC: 

206. RDSO: 

207. PLCT: 

208. RWF: 

209. DCW: 

210. ATC: 

 
 

  

          

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

             Question Answers for TNC’s post GP 1900/- 331/3% Quota  

                              Secunderabad - Division  2015 

Q1. How many Zones are there are in Indian Railways? Write them Head Quarters?  

Ans: There are 17 Zones in Indian Railways. There are 

S. No Zones Head Quarters 
1 Northern Railway New Delhi 
2 Southern Railway Chennai  
3 Eastern Railway Kolkata 
4 Western Railway Mumbai (BGTM) 
5 Central Railway Mumbai (CSTM) 
6 North Eastern Railway Gorakhpur 
7 South Eastern Railway Kolkata 
8 North western Railway Jaipur 
9  South western Railway Hubli 
10 North Central Railway Allahabad 
11 South Central Railway Secundrabad 
12 East Central Railway Hazipur 
13 West Central Railway Jabalpur 
14 North Frontier Railway Guwahati 
15 South East Central Railway Bilaspur 
16 East Cost Railway Bhubaneswar 
17 Metro Railway Kolkata 
18 Konkan Railway (Private Railway) Navi Mumbai 

 

Q2: What are the zonal interchange points on ‘SC’ Railway, Write them? What 
are the divisional interchange points of Secunderabad division write them? 

Ans: Zonal Interchange points of SC Railway are 

1 Wadi Jn Central Railway 
2 Lathur Road Jn Central Railway 
3 Balharshah Jn Central Railway 
4 Manmad Jn   Central Railway 
5 Adilabad  Central Railway 
6 Khandwah Jn Central Railway 
7 Dharmavaram Jn South West Railway 
8 Ballari Jn South West Railway 
9 Renugunta Jn Southern Railway 
10 Katpadi Jn  Sothern Railway 
11 Gudur Jn Sothern Railway 
12 Duvvada East Cost Railway 

 
Divisional interchange points of Secunderabad division 
 
1 Moula-Ali Gate Cabin Hyderabad 
2 Parli-Vaijanath (PRLI) Nanded 
3 Sulehalli (SUH) Guntakal 

    4                Kondapalli (KI)                        Vijayawada 
    5 Pagidipalli/Bibinagar               Guntur 



Q3: Write important junctions of ‘SC’ Railway? 

Ans: The important junctions of ‘SC’ Railway, Division wise are 

SC Division BZA Division 
1  Secundrabad 1 Vijayawada 
2  Kazipet 2 Tenali 
3  Dornakal 3 Nidadavolu 
4  Karepalli 4 Samalkot 
5  Mottumari  5 Kakinada Town 
6  Moula-ali 6 Gudivada 
7  Hussain Sagar 7 Gudur 
8  Vikarabad 8 Bhimavaram 
9  Latur Road 9 Krishna canal 

10  Bibi nagar (PGPD) HYB Division 
11  Peddapali 1 Jankampet 
12  Manigarh NED Division 

GTL Division 1 Mudkhaed  
1 Guntakal 2 Akola 
2 Gooty 3 Purna 
3 Renugunta 4 Parbahni 
4 Dharmavaram GNT Division  
5 Dhone 1 Guntur  
6 Pakala 2 Nadikudi 
7 Pendakallu 3 Nallapadu 

 
    Q4: What are the basic and additional passenger amenities provided at a major    
           station? 

 

Ans: Passenger amenities are provided basing on annual income of station. 
Classified into Seven types, There are A-1, A, B, C, D, E & F. Major stations comes 
under A-1 Type. 
 

Basics Amenities at Major Stations: 
 
1. Booking Office  15 counters 
2. Drinking water 12 taps on each PF 
3. Waiting hall shed 100 sqmts 
4. Seating arrangement 100 seats 
5. Platform Shelter 400 sqmts 
6. Urinals and latrines 10 each 
7. Platform High level 
8. Lighting and Fans Adequate 
9. Foot over Bridges As pre requirement  
10. Time table Display At Entrance 
11. Clock On PF, Waiting hall, etc, 
12. Water Cooler Adequate number 
13. Clock Room - 
14. Book & other Stalls - 
15. Dustbins  Adequate number 
16. Washable aprons with jet cleaning  - 
17. Circulating and parking area with lights  - 
18. Emergency lighting  In PRS, Booking Office and on  Platform 
 



Additional Amenities at major stations: 
 

1.SPTM/ UTS 
2.IVRS 
3.Enquiry counter and computer Announcement 
4.NTESwith touch screen 
5.Public address system 
6.Refreshment rooms 
7.Train indicator board 
8.Public phones and internet 
9.Water vending machines 
10.Modular catering stall 
11.Automatic vending machines 
12.Pay & Use Toilets 
13.Retiring rooms 
14.Standardized Signage’s 
15.Computerization of complaints 
16.Common waiting room with bathing facilities 
17.Separate waiting room for upper and second class with bathing facilities 
18.Separate waiting room for ladies with bathing facilities 

 
Q5: What are the passenger amenities provided on a superfast trains? 
 
Ans: The passenger amenities provided on superfast trains in addition to the         

amenities provided on Mail/Exp trains are 
1.Will have all class of accommodations i.e. AC I Class, AC 2 Tier, Second 

class 3 Tier and 2 or 3 General Coaches. 
2.High standard safety coaches like anti telescopic/LHB are used for the 

safety of passengers. 
3.Pantry car is provided. 
4.Mobile vendors are provided to sell refreshments. 
5.Some superfast trains are run with complete AC without general coaches. 
6.On some important superfast trains like Rajadhani Express complementary 

meals is provided throughout the journey. 
7.On some important superfast trains like Shatabdhi Express free snacks and 

mineral water is provided. 
8.By some important superfast trains like Rajadhani, Shatabdhi, Duronto 

Express free Newspaper and Magazines are supplied for reading. 
9.Some superfast trains like Duronto runs non-stop from source to destination 

baring technical halts. 
10.Some superfast trains like Sampark kranti runs connecting all important 

stations of a state to National capital New Delhi. 
11.Some superfast trains like Garibrath Express runs with economical class 

complete AC accommodation with less fare for the benefit of middleclass 
people. 

12.Toilets are provided in good and hygienic conditions. 
13.Best lighting facilities are provided. 
14.The punctuality of superfast trains is monitored by Railway board. 
15. The average speed of superfast train shall not be less than 60 KMPH 

from Originating station to destination which including stoppages of train. 
 
 

 



Q6. What are the salient features of 1967 Act of Hindi official language policy? 

Ans: As per the power vested by Article 343(3) the parliament of India has amended     
        the Hindi official language policy Act in 1963 and brought into force as amendment 

Act 1967.                              

Salient features of 1967 Act. 

1. English along with Hindi is to be used after expiry period of 15 years (i.e after 25th     
Jan 1965) 

2. Hindi and English both should be used for the following purpose in central   
Government offices. This is a statutory obligation. 
i. General order, Memorandums, circulars, Notifications, Press communiqué 
ii. Administrative and other reports 
iii. Contracts, Agreements, Licenses, permits, Tender Notices and Tender forms 

 
Q7.What are 1976 Rules of Hindi official language policy and what are the    
states which comes under A, B and C regions? 

Ans: For progressive use and effective implementation of Hindi as official language 
Government of India framed official language Rules in 1976 known as “Hindi official 
language Rules 1976” 

Under this rules the entire nation is divided into 3 regions known as A, B and C 
regions and an annual programme will be issued every year for each region 
separately for effective implementation of Hindi. 
 
The States which come under A, B and C regions are: 
 
A Region States:- Bihar, Himachal Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Utter Pradesh, 
Rajasthan, Haryana, Uttaranchal, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand and Union Territory of 
Andaman & Nicobar Islands. 
 
B Region States:- Gujarat, Punjab, Maharashtra, and Union Territory of Chandigarh   
Daman & Diu 
 
C Region :- All States and Union Territories  which are not referred in region A & B 
regions comes under ‘C’ Region. 
 
Q8: Write briefly about Hindi official language Policy? 

Ans: After independence India is declared as Sovereign, Socialist, Secular, 

democratic republic India ruled by the people for the people. So a constitution was 

required and one language was required to keep all the states of India united. Hence 

a constitution committee was formed to frame a constitution. With Mr. Baba Sahib 

Ambedkar was its chairman. 

The constitution committee of India accepted Hindi as official language of 

Independent India and included in the constitution on 14th September 1949 from 

Article 343 to 351. Hence we celebrate every year 14th September as “Hindi Divas 

Day”  

Article 343(1) says Hindi Devanagari Script and International Indian Numerals should 

be used as official language. 



Article 343(2) says English along Hindi is to be used for a period of 15 years i.e. up 
to 25th January 1965. 
 
Article 343(3) given powers to parliament to amend the Act and can use English 
even after 26th January 1965 if required. 
 
As per the power vested by Article 343(3) the parliament has amended the Hindi 
official language Act in 1963 and brought into force as Amendment Act 1967. 
 
In 1976 for effective implementation of Hindi as official language 1976 Rules are 
framed and the whole nation is divided into three regions A, B & C. A separate 
annual programme is issued to each region every year for effective implementation 
of Hindi. 
 
To encourage people to work in Hindi every year Awards are given, competitions are 
conducted in different fields and prizes will be given. 
 
In addition to above training awards are also given to those who learn Hindi and 
appear and pass Hindi learning exams such as Prabodh, Praveen and Pragya.  
 

Q9: Briefly explain Organizational set up of Indian Railways? 

Ans: Indian Railway functions directly under the president of India; Controlled by 

Parliament under the Ministry of Railways headed by Railway Minister and assisted 

by two or more state ministers. 

The working of Railways is controlled by Railway board consists of 07 members.  

1.Chairman Railway Board CRB 
2.Finance Commissioner FC 
3.Member Mechanical MM 
4.Member EngineerME 
5.Member Electrical and S&TME 
6.Member Traffic  MT 
7.Member Staff MS 

 

The Head Quarters of Railway board is at New Delhi 
 

For effective functioning, Indian Railways is divided into 17 Zones and 07 
productions units. Each will be headed by General Manager. 
 

General Manager of each zone will be assisted by AGM, SDGM and PHODs of 
respective departments.  
 

The PHODs of the departments will be assisted by the HODs and other officers and 
supervisors 
 

Again according to the requirement each zone will be divided into divisions. The 
Head of the Divisions will be DRM. 
 

DRM will be assisted by one or two ADRMs and concerned departmental officers. 
 

The Departments officers will be assisted by Assistant officers and Supervisors. 
 
 



Q10: What are the various departments of Indian Railways? Briefly explain 
them? 
 
Ans: The following are various departments of Indian Railways. 

1. Operating  
2. Commercial  
3. Engineering  
4. Signal and Telecommunication 
5. Mechanical (C&W and Loco) 
6. Electrical 
7. Personnel 
8. Accounts 
9. Stores 
10. Security 
11. Medical 
 

Functions of the departments: 
 

Operating department:- 
 

Will do long term and short term planning for running of passenger and goods trains.  
Looks after punctuality of passenger trains, Supply and movement of wagons for 
loading and unloading. Safety aspects for running goods and passengers trains, etc, 
 

Commercial department:- 
 

Looks after Ticket booking, Ticket checking, reservation of passengers trains. 
Acceptance, Booking, Carriage and delivery of goods and parcel traffic, refunds, 
claims, etc., 
 

Engineering department:- 
 

Looks after track maintenance, Stations, Railway Quarters, Railway Buildings, 
Sanitation of Railway Quarters, Stations and Offices etc, 
 

Signal &Telecommunication department;- 
 

 Looks after Signals, Points and Telecommunications maintenance and failures. 
 

Electrical department:- 
 

Looks after OHE maintenance and failures, Train lighting, Station lighting, Railway 
Quarters lighting etc. 
 

Mechanical department:- 
 

C&W wing looks after maintenance of passenger coaches and goods wagons. 
Maintenance of passenger rakes and goods trains. 
 
Loco wing looks after maintenance of locomotives and running of trains, booking of 
loco pilots for running train etc. 
 

Personnel department:- 
 

Looks after wages of staff, promotions, job analysis, recruitment, Human resource 
development, etc. 
Accounts department:- 



 

Looks after Auditing of expenditure, Internal check of transactions, Settlement of 
proper claims, Compilation of budget, Purchasing/ Contracts etc. 
 

Stores department:- 
 

Looks after purchasing of materials, warehousing and store keeping inventory 
control, transportation and distributions of materials. 
 

Security department:- 
 

Protects Railway property and maintains law and order. 
 

Medical department:- 
 

Looks after medical needs of Railway employee and their families both outpatient 
and inpatient. Conducts medical examination for all categories at Initial recruitment 
level. Conducts Periodical medical examination for safety categories. Conduct 
medical camps for prevention of dangerous diseases etc, 
Performs major surgeries and maintains railway hospitals and health units. 
 
 Q 11: How many states and union Territories are there in India? 
 
Ans: There are 29+1(Delhi Special State) and 07 Union Territories. 
 
S. No  Name of The State S. No Name of the State 
1 Kerala 16 Jammu & Kashmir 
2 Tamil Nadu 17 Uttaranchal 
3 Karnataka 18 Utter Pradesh 
4 Andhra Pradesh 19 Bihar 
5 Orissa 20 West Bengal 
6 Maharashtra  21 Sikkim 
7 Goa 22 Assam 
8 Madhya Pradesh 23 Meghalaya 
9 Chhattisgarh 24 Mizoram 
10 Jharkhand 25 Manipur 
11 Gujarat 26 Tripura 
12 Rajasthan 27 Nagaland 
13 Haryana 28 Arunachal Pradesh 
14 Punjab 29 Telangana 
15 Himachal Pradesh   
    
Union Territories 
1 Andaman & Nicobar Islands  
2 Lakshadweep Islands 
3 Dadra& N. Haveli 
4 Daman & Diu 
5 Pondicherry 
6 Chandigarh 
7 National Capital Territory, Delhi  

 
 

          Q12: What are the various classes of accommodation available by various 
passenger carrying trains?  



 
Ans: The various classes of accommodation available by various passenger carrying 
trains. 

 
BROAD GAUGE 

S. No Class of Accommodation Capacity 
1 AC I Class Full Coach 18 Berths  
2 AC II tier  46 Berths 
3 AC III Tier  64 Berths 
4 AC I Class cum AC II Tier I AC 10 Berths  

AC II Tier 20 Berths  
5 AC Chair Car 73 Seats  
6 First Class  22 to 26 Berths 
7 I Class Chair Car 48/ 60 Seats 
8 I Class & II Class Sleeper 6/10 I Class Berths 

56/40 II Class Seats 
9 II Class III Tier Sleeper 72 Berths 

10 II Class Day Coach 90/108 Seats 
11 II Class General Coach 76/90 Seats 
12 II Class Luggage Cum Brake Van  40 II class Seats 

 
METER GAUGE 

S. No Class of Accommodation Capacity 
1 AC II Tier 48 Berths  
2 I Class Cum II Class  I Class 6/8 Berths 

II Class 52/40 Seats 
3 II Class III Tier 48 Berths 
4 II Class Day Coach 80 Seats 
5 II Class General 64/68 Seats 
6 II Class Luggage cum Brake van II Class 32 Seats 

 
Q13.  What are the signals which are in use on Indian Railways explain them by 
way of flow Chat? 
Ans:  (Refer last Page)                  

Q14. What is shunting? What are the authorities used for shunting? 

Ans: Shunting means movement of vehicles/ wagons from one line to another line 
with or without engine or a light engine or any other self propelled vehicle for 
attaching or detaching or for any other purpose. 

 
Shunting Authorities:- 
 

Within Station Section: T 806 memo (Shunting Order) is to be given to Loco pilot. 

At major stations where shunting is performed by 
separate shunting staff with shunter and if Sr. DOM/DOM 
notifies then T 806 memo not required. 
 

  

Block Section: T 806 memo and authority for entering into block section is 
to be given to Loco Pilot and an operating employee shall 
travel by engine. 

 



Shunting Authorities: 
 

Single line: 
 
Within Station Section: 

Token/Tokenless section up to Advance starter/SLB     :T 806 memo 

Token Section beyond Advance Starter/SLB Upto FSS : T 806 memo 

Tokenless section Beyond Advance Starter Upto FSS  :         T 806 + Shunt Key or  
                                                                                                  T 806 + PN 

Token/Tokenless section beyond FSS:  

Treated as train movement. Loco pilot shall be given an Authority to Proceed + T 806 
memo + manuscript memo to push back and all relevant signals can be taken ‘OFF’. 
 
Shunting in the face of approaching train: 
 
Generally not permitted if permitted shall be incorporated in SWR. SLB/Adv.Str. must 
be provided. A shunting warning board known as ‘Rhombus’ board shall be provided 
in rear FSS at an adequate distance. 
 
Double line : 
 
Within station section 
 
T806 Memo to be given to Loco Pilot. 
 
Beyond LSS when block section is free: 
 
SM shall block forward and issue T 806 + Shunt Key or T 806 with PN or T 806 and 
take OFF shunt signal bellow LSS if any. 
 
Beyond LSS following a train:  
 
If SWR permits, then only shunting is to be performed beyond following a train. 
Authority T 806 without PN and as soon as train clears next block section SM shall 
block forward if shunting is not completed. 
 
Shunting in rear block section: 
 
SM shall block back then T 806 with PN shall be given to Loco pilot or T 806 + shunt 
Key. 
 

Q15.What is marshalling yard? How many types of marshalling yards are there? 
Explain briefly? 

Ans: Marshalling yard is a place where goods trains are received, sorted out, 
reformed and dispatched. 

There are three types of marshalling yards. They are: 
1. Flat yard   2. Gravitational yard       3.Hump yard 
 



Flat yard: 
The yard which does not have any gradients and which has flat surface where 
sorting out of wagons is done with engine attached while performing shunting are 
known as flat yards. 
 
Gravitational yard: 
The shunting yards natural gradients and where shunting is done by pushing wagons 
with engine and leaves to roll down on lines while sorting out wagons are known as 
gravitational yards. 
 
Hump yard: 
A yard which is built artificially with a steep slope having a shunting neck of camel 
hump to create an artificial gravity and specific lines for sorting out wagons. When 
wagons are pushed to the apex of the hump by a shunting engine and detached roll 
down to specific lines by the force of gravity. 
 
Q16. What are the important records to be maintained in yard office? 

Ans: Important records maintained in the yard office: 

        1. TNC’s hand book 
   2. Wagon Exchange Register 

        3. Floating Balance Register 
        4. Line Occupation Register 
        5. Yard position Register 
        6. Detention Register 
        7. Sick/Damaged wagon Stock Register 
        8. Guard’s Vehicle Guidance 
         9. Register showing the number of Guard Vehicle Guidance sent to the Divisional     
             office 
        10. Register showing block loads formed and dispatched and also received during    
              the month 
        11. Weightment Register 
        12. Train Notice Book 
        13. Statement showing 48 hours Detention 
        14. Statement showing 72 hours detention  
        15. Irregularity Register 
        16. Guard’s Appearance Register 
        17. Fortnightly Gazette Register 
        18. Marshalling yard statistics Register 
        19. QTS register  
        20. Trend of traffic register 
        21. CTR Register 
 
Q17.What is marshalling? Explain marshalling of Explosives and Dead engines? 

Ans: Marshalling means an arrangement of vehicles in proper sequence to ensure   
safety, operationally convenience, to meet traffic requirements and shall give 
good appearance. 

Marshalling of wagon containing Explosive: 

1.Ten permitted by goods train and Three permitted by mixed train. 
2.All shall be in one group. 



3.When transported by mixed train shall be loaded in special type of wagons 
know as powdered wagons. 

4.Shall be transported by mixed train only when no goods trains runs in the 
sections. 

5.Guard wagons: 
a.Steam engine – when attached next to engine 3 guard wagons between 

engine and explosives.  
b.Diesel/Electrical engines – when attached next to engine 1 guard wagon 

shall separate them. 
c.When transported by mixed trains 3 guard wagons shall separated 

passenger coaches from explosive wagons. 
d.Shall be separated by 3 guard wagons when dangerous goods  or other 

inflammable articles are transported by goods train having explosive 
wagons 

e.Three guard wagons shall be given from brake van when attached next 
to brake van. 

Marshalling of dead engines: 

1.Fit to run certificate is required from concerned authority. 
2.Shall be escorted by competent person not less than Asst. Loco pilot. 
3.The MPS of dead engine shall not be less than MPS of Train. 
4.The brakes of dead loco must be in good working condition. 
5.Permitted over sections where double/triple head is permitted. 
6.Only one dead loco is permitted by a train. 
7.Always it shall be attached next to engine only. 
8.When attached to a passenger train the brake power should be 100% excluding 

dead engine. 

Q18. What is marshalling? Explain marshalling of SLR’s? 

Ans: Marshalling means an arrangement of vehicles in proper sequence to ensure 
safety, operationally convenience, to meet traffic requirements and shall give 
good appearance. 

Marshaling of SLR’s 
1.In mail/Express trains ant-telescopic or steel bodies SLR’s must be marshaled 

at both ends of the formation. 
2.In the absence of front SLR’s the coach next to engine must be kept empty and 

locked. 
3.On Passenger train atleast one anti-telescopic or steel body SLR’s must be 

marshaled in rear of the train. If sufficient SLR’s are available next to engine 
also one SLR to be provided. 

4.If wooden body SLR is to be attached Mail/Express train it should marshaled in 
side two anti- telescopic or steel body coaches. 

5.In case of short trains SLR whether anti-telescopic/steel body or not should be 
marshaled in the middle. For short trains in rear of SLR three passenger 
coaches are permitted. 

6.The luggage and brake portion of front SLR shall be towards engine and in 
case of rear SLR shall be outside. 

 
Q19. Briefly explain marshalling of mail/express trains and passengers trains? 

Ans:  Marshalling of Mail/Express trains: 
1.Preferably all anti-telescopic or steel body coaches and SLR’s are to be used. 



2.If wooden body coaches are available a minimum of two anti-telescopic/steel 
body coaches shall be given in side front and rear anti-telescopic/steel body 
SLR’s 

3.If there is no SLR in front an anti-telescopic/steel body coach shall be attached 
next to engine kept empty and locked. 

4.In rear of rear SLR a maximum of two passenger coaches can be attached if 
required but both shall be anti-telescopic/steel body coaches. 

5.In addition to two passenger coaches in rear of rear SLR and officer saloon can 
attach if necessary. 

Passenger train marshalling: 
1.A minimum of one anti-telescopic/steel body coach is to be marshaled on both 

sides next to engine and inside rear SLR (anti-telescopic/steel body) 
2.If sufficient no of anti-telescopic/steel body coaches are available a minimum of 

two shall be given on both sides as last coaches inside of SLR’s. 
3.For short distance trains working with in zone in rear of SLR three passenger 

coaches are permitted. 
4.In rear of rear SLR two passenger coaches can be attached and also if required 

a officers saloon can be attached. 
 

Q20. Briefly explain marshalling of mixed train? 

Ans: 1. Mixed trains means the trains which carry both passenger and goods traffic. 
   2. Mixed trains are run in such sections where both passenger and goods traffic      
       is less, to avoid loco detention and maximum utilization of powers. 
   3.  Mixed trains are marshaled generally in such a way that engine, goods   
        portion and then passenger portion and SLR as last vehicle. 
   4. But if oil tanks are to be moved by mixed trains then the marshalling will be  
       engine, passenger portion, oil tanks then brake van/SLR. 
   5. on meter gauge section where the gradients in the section are steeper 1 in     
      100 then marshalling shall be engine, passenger portion, goods portion and  
       BV/SLR.  
   6. If explosives/inflammable goods are to be moved by mixed trains at least 3  
       guard wagons shall separate them from passenger portion. 
   7. If class ‘A’ petrol tanks are to be moved by mixed trains 3 guard wagons are  
       to be given between passenger portion and petrol tanks. 
   8. If class ‘B’ petrol tanks are to be moved by mixed trains a minimum of two  
       guard wagons shall separate passenger portion from tank wagons. 

 
 
 

Q21. What are the causes and remedies for marshalling yard congestion? 

Ans: The cause and remedies of marshalling yard congestion are as follows: 
 

S. No Causes Remedies 
1 Receiving more trains in to the yard By reducing intake of trains above the 

required extent 

2 Due to less dispatch of trains By dispatching more number of trains  

3 Improper planning in yard Meticulous planning 

4 Non availability of crew Ordering crew correctly and 
implementation of 10 hrs role strictly. 
Filling up of vaccines  immediately  



5 Non availability of loco Timely release of engines from shed. 

6 More ineffective wagons (marked sick 
by TXR) 

By maintaining target and make two 
shifts and clear sick wagons. 

7 Poor release of wagons Shift releases by doing extra hours. 

8 Lethargic attitude of staff  By offering incentives, awards so that 
enthusiasm is created. 

 
Q22. What are the duties of TNC at the time of arrival and departure of a train? 

Ans:  Duties of TNC at the time of arrival of the train. 
1.Shall take wagons numbers in his inward hand book 
2.Shall write wagon numbers on the left hand side of the wagon exchange 

register. 
3.Make entry of wagon numbers in the Float Wagon Register. 
4.After getting sick memo from TXR prepare outward or shunting memo. 
5.Prepare placement memo and hand over to goods shed and loco shed 

immediately to avoid detentions. 

     Duties of TNC at the Time of Departure of the train 
1.Take wagon numbers from the formation in the TNC’s outward hand book. 
2.Prepare vehicle guidance correctly and clearly from outward hand book and 

hand it over to guard. 
3.Enter the wagon numbers in the floating balance register and minus from the 

balance. 
4.Post the wagon numbers in wagon exchange register on right side and 

calculate detection and write down in the register. 
5.Repeat outward report to the controller as per the procedure. 

 

Q23. What are the duties of TNC at the time of attaching/ detaching of vehicles 
at a station? 

 Ans:  Duties of TNC at the time of attaching/detaching: 
1.Shall take wagon numbers in his hand book accordingly. 
2.For detaching Prepare cut memo and handover to shunting staff. 
3.For placement prepare placement memo and handover to concerned 

department and take their acknowledgement 
4.The wagons detached shall be entered on the left hand side of the wagon 

exchange register 
5.The wagon attached shall be entered on the right hand side of the wagon 

exchange register. 
6.Prepare vehicle guidance will in advance before attaching wagons. 
7.The out report shall be given to the controller with particulars and the position of 

the wagon/vehicles in the formation. 
8.Calculate the detention of the wagon with the help of wagon exchange register 

and enter the same in the register when attached. 
9.Shall also post the particulars of attaching and detaching in any other registers 

maintained at the station respectively. 
 
Q24. Write short notes on 

a. Placement memo 
b. Release memo 
c. Cut memo 



d. Irregularity memo 
e. Wagon exchange register 

 

Ans:  a. Placement memo 
 

1. Issued by shift TNC when ever wagons are placed for loading or unloading  
        when placed for repairs etc. 

2. It is to be prepaid in duplicate by shift TNC. 
3. First copy is to handed over to siding authority/commercial staff duly    

        obtaining their signature on second copy. 
4. Before preparing placement memo TNC shall check formation and wagons  

        physically. 
5. The TNC shall write wagon numbers clearly 
6. Before preparing placement memo care should be taken to avoid  unconnected/  

        wrong wagons going for placements. 
7. Placement memo is given form No. XV-A. 
8. This memo is very useful to calculate demurrage charges. 
9. The siding authority/commercial staff shall not commence loading /unloading and    

        C&W staff shall not commence maintenance work until placement memo is given  
  10. This memo is useful for calculating demurrage/ wharfage charges, hence  
        shall be preserved carefully. 
 
     b. Release memo 
 

1. Issued by siding authority/commercial staff/ C&W staff after the completion   
        of loading/unloading/maintenance to shift duty TNC. 

2. Prepared in duplicate and shift duty TNC shall sign in office copy after  
        receiving release memo. 

3. It is to be given only on completion of work, but not in advance. 
4. Demurrage/ wharfage is calculated basing on time mentioned in the release  

        memo. 
5. Release memo will be given on form No. XV-B 
6. It’s a legal document in case of any dispute, hence it shall be preserved  

        carefully. 
7. In case of sick wagons no engine is allowed to go on to sick line for clearing  

        fit wagons unless release memo is given by C&W staff. 

    c.Cut memo 

1.Prepared by shift TNC. Issued to Yard Master, Shunting Master and Points staff 
accordingly. 

2.While preparing cut memo TNC shall enter wagon numbers form engine side or 
brake van side in chorological order and clearly mention in cut memo. 

3.It helps shunting staff in sorting out wagons in quick time and avoids detention. 
4.It avoids wrong grouping of wagons  
5.This memo is given when trains arrive with wagons meant for different 

directions, for sorting out wagons. 
6.With the introduction unit rakes and block rakes the impertinence of cut memo 

is reduced. 
7.Once FOIS is fully implemented the cut memo can be obtained from the 

computer before the arrival of train helps in good planning. 
 

     d. Irregularity memo 



1.It is prepared every day during day shift by CTNC the irregularities found in the 
yard after physical verification. 

2.It is to be prepared with the help of daily stock position. 
3.While preparing the memo he shall keep in view uploads, downloads, empties 

and lines available. 
4.After preparing this memo he shall give a copy to YM and Shunting Master. 
5.This helps AYM and Shunting staff to avoid yard congestion. 

 

     e. Wagon exchange register 

1.This register contains all the particulars of wagons passing through yard. 
2.The particulars of all the wagons entering the yard shall posted in this register. 
3.This book is divided in to two parts that is Receipts and Dispatches. 
4.All the Receipts are to be posted on the left hand side and all Dispatches are to 

be posted on the right hand side of this register. 
5.This register helps to ascertain the particulars of wagons arrived, dispatched or 

still lying in the yard. 
6.In the remarks column on this register reasons for detection is to be entered in 

brief.  
 
Q25. What is FOIS? Write its advantages? 

Ans: FOIS advantages: 

1.Improve utilization of engine and rolling stock. 
2.Arrival particulars of wagons placement and release 
3.Information on demands registered and pending indents 
4.Information on demurrage and Wharfage. 
5.Information on delayed wagons and wagons waiting placement/release. 
6.Loading particulars and goods shed earnings. 
7.Information about trains on run. 
8.Vehicle guidance of all trains on run. 
9.Freight accountal. 
10.Particulars of crew on train. 

 
 
Q26. What are the different types of freight trains run on Indian Railways? 

Ans:  Types of Freight Trains 
 

1.BCN 2.Boxn 
3.Green Arrows(Cement & food grains) 4.Red Star (Coal) 
5.Black Diamond (Coal) 6.Jambo Rakes  
7.Crack Special 8.Millennium Special 
9.Sherpa Rakes 10.Container Service Trains 
11.Material Trains (departmental) 12.Military Specials 
13.Roll ‘ON’ Roll OUT service trains 14.Merry go round trains 
15.Close Circuit Rakes 16.Non-Close Circuit rakes  
17.Juggler Special trains 18.Mixed trains 
19.Oil tank specials (POL trains) 20.Ispat trains 
21.Black rockets  22.Jai Kisan trains  
23.ODC/ISMD trains(Over Dimension Consignment / Infringement of Standard 

Moving Dimensions trains) 

DEPARTMENTAL TRAINS 



1.Ballast Trains  2.BFR specials  
3.10 RP/ 3 RP special trains 4.Store Van Special 
5.Accident relief trains(ART) 6.  Medical relief Tains(MRT) 
6.Crane Specials (Brake down SPL) 7.Spurt (self propelled ultrasonic 

recording trains) 
8.Spart (self propelled accident relief trains) 

 
Q27. What is ART and what it comprises of.  
Ans: ART means Accident Relief Train 
ART comprises of  

1.Crane  
2.Hydraulic rerailing equipment (MFD or LUAS) 
3.Power and Tool van 
4.Engineering equipment van 
5.Mechanical equipment van 
6.Electrical equipment van 
7.Staff kitchen car and brake van. 

 
Q28. What is the different between wayside station and junction station? 
Ans:   Way side stations: 

1.Way side stations are small stations where two lines of different direction do not 
meet. ( converge or diverge) 

2.These stations have normally two lines only. On double line two lines in each 
direction. 

3.If necessary to meet the traffic requirement additional running lines provided. 
4.All the works at these stations are generally done by station master only. 
5.At these stations low level or rail level platforms only are provided. But at some 

important stations High level platform are also provided. 
6.The staff at these stations is normally less in number. 
7. No passenger transshipments take place at these stations. 
8.Minimum/ Basic passenger amenities are only provided at these stations. 
9.Normally these stations have only operating staff such as station Master, 

Point’s man etc. 
 
          Junction Station: 

1.Where two or more lines of different directions meet (converges or diverges) 
such stations are called junction stations. 

2.These stations will have more running lines in each direction to accommodate 
in coming / outgoing trains from different directions. 

3.Extra lines are also provided (Non-Running lines) for departmental works. 
4.Length of the platform and running lines will be more. 
5.At these stations works are dealt by various departmental staff. Such as Station 

master, Booking clerk, Ticket collectors. C & W Engineering etc. 
6.These stations normally have High level platform only but at some unimportant 

junctions low level platforms are provided. 
7.Passenger transshipment takes place at these stations. 
8.Working staff at these stations will be more in number. 
9.Basic and extra passenger amenities are provided at these stations. 

10. Extra amenities such as Public Announcing System (PA System). Foot over       
      bridges, Refreshment stalls etc., are compulsory. 

 
Q29. Write the differences between. 
 



a. semaphore and colour light signals.  
b. TALQ and MAUQ Signals? 

Ans:  
 
S. no. Semaphore Signal 

 

Colour light Signal 

1 These signals gives aspects during 
day by its Arm and during night 
light/lights 

These signals gives aspects during 
day and night by light/lights only 

2 ‘ON’ position 
Horizontal position of Arm by day 
and light by night 

‘ON’ Position  
Stop signal- Red light  
Permissive signal- one yellow light 

3 ‘OFF’ Position  
450 to 600 Below Horizontal by day 
and green light by night in TAS 
450 to 600 or 900 above Horizontal 
by day and yellow or green light by 
night in MAS 

‘OFF’ Position  
Stop signal- green light in TAS 
Stop signal- yellow or green in MAS 
Permissive signal- Double yellow or 
green in MAS 

4 Semaphore arm type signals are of 
two types (i) Square end type        
(ii) Fish tail end type 

No such type 

5 Semaphore arm type stop signal 
will have square end painted red in 
colour with white bar 

Colour light stop signal will have 
red light compulsorily in addition on 
to yellow and green light 

6 Semaphore arm type distant signal 
will have fish tail arm painted yellow 
in colour with black bar 

Colour light distant signal will have 
yellow & green light only and will 
have ‘P’ marker board 

7 Semaphore arm type Warner signal 
will have fish tail arm painted red in 
colour with white bar  

Colour light Warner signal will have 
red & green light. A fixed green light 
is provided above at 1.5 to 2 meters 

 TALQ MAUQ 

1 
TALQ Signals means Two Aspect 
Lower Quadrant Signals 

MAUQ Signals means Multiple 
Aspect Upper Quadrant Signals 

2 It gives one Aspect in ‘ON’ Position 
and one Aspect in ‘OFF’ Position  

It gives one Aspect in ‘ON’ Position 
and more than one Aspect in ‘OFF’ 
Position 

3 In these Signals if Signal Arm is 
lowered 450 to 600 below the 
Horizontal position, it is known as 
‘OFF’ Position 

In these Signals if Signal Arm is 
raised 450 to 600 or 900 above the 
Horizontal position, it is known as 
‘OFF’ Position 

4 TALQ stop Signals gives two 
Aspects stop & Proceed 

MAUQ stop Signals give three 
aspects Stop, Caution & Proceed 

5 TALQ permissive signal gives two 
aspects Caution & Proceed 

MAUQ permissive signals give 
three aspects Caution, Attention 
and Proceed. 

 

Mathematics 

Q30. A rake was placed for unloading at a station at 10.20hrs on 06.11.11. 
Unloading completed at 15.30hrs of 08.11.11 what is total detention of the 
rake? 



Ans: Rake placed for unloading at 10.20 hrs on 06.11.11 
Released at 15.30 hrs on 08.11.11 
One hour = 60 min 
 

06.11.11 – 10.20 hrs to 24.00hrs = 13hrs 40 min  
07.11.11 – 00.00hrs to 24.00 hrs = 24hrs 00 min 
08.11.11 – 00.00hrs to 15.30 hrs = 15hrs 30 min 
 
Total detention = 13+24+15+1 hrs and 10 min 
=52 hrs and 10 min ( Answer) 
  
 
Q31. A rake was placed for loading at a station at 23.05hrs on 31.10.2011 and 
loading completed on 02.11.2011 at 10.00hrs. What was the total detention? 

Ans:Rake placed for loading at 23.05 hrs on 31.10.2011 
Released at 10.00 hrs on 02.11.2011 
One hour = 60 min 
31.10.2011- 23.05 hrs to 24.00 hrs = 00 hrs 55 min 
01.11.2011- 00.00 hrs to 24.00 hrs = 24 hrs 00 min 
02.11.2011- 00.00 hrs to 10.00 hrs = 10 hrs 00 min 
 
Total detention = 24+10 hrs and 55 min. 
=34 hrs and 55 min. (Answer) 
 
 
Q32. A rake of 40 BCN offered for loading convert the rake in terms of 4 wheels 
units and what will be total load of the rake if loaded to its cc? 

Ans: BCN wagon = 2 four wheeler unit 
Therefore 40BCN = 40x2= 80 four wheeler units (Answer) 
Carrying Capacity of one BCN = 55.7 tones  
Tare weight of one BCN wagon = 27.6 tones 

          Total weight of one BCN wagon when loaded to its CC = 55.7tones+27.6tones 
 = 83.3 tones 
Total weight of 40 BCNs = 83.3x40 = 3332 tones (Answer) 

 
Q33. A) There are 30 students in class out of which 5 students passed the 

examination. Calculate the percentage of students passed? 

B) The population of a village is 900 out of which 500 are men rest or 

female calculate the percentage of female population? 

Ans:   A) Percentage is always calculated for 100 
Out of 30 students – 5 passed  
Out of 100 students – 100x5/30 = 500/30 
= 16.6 percent (Answer) 
 
B) Total population of village  = 900 members  
    Men population = 500 members   
    Female population = Total population – men population 
= 900 – 500 = 400 members  
    Female population = 400 members (Answer) 
  



Percentage is always calculated for 100 
For 900 female population is = 400 
For 100 female population = 100x400/900 = 40000/900 
= 44.4  
Percentage of female population  = 44.4 percent. (Answer) 

 
Q34. The weight of a gunny bag which contained rice is 42.5kg what is the 

weight of 245 gunny bags? 

Ans:   Weight one gunny bag rice = 42.5 kgs 
Weight of 245 gunny bags rice = 245x42.5 kgs 
= 10412.5 kgs (Answer) 
Q35. A train starts with 300 passengers form a station. In the first stage 70 

passengers entrained and 40 detrained. In the second stage 20 
detrained. In the third stage 40 entrained when the train reached the 
destination, how many passengers will be there on the train? 

Ans: Train Started with Passengers = 300 
1st Stage Entrained      = +70 
= 370 
1st  Stage detrained     =- 40 
= 330 
2nd Stage detrained     = - 20 
= 310 
3rd Stage entrained     = + 40 
= 350 
      No. of passengers on train after reaching destination = 350 Passengers (Answer) 
 
Q36. A train covers a distance of 400 Kms in 2 ½ hours. What is the average 

speed of the train? 
 
Ans: 01 Hour = 60 minutes,  

2 ½ Hours (60x2 ½ ) = 150 minutes 
In 150 minutes train covers = 400 Kms 
In 60 minutes train covers = 60x400/150 = 160 Kms 
Average speed of the train is 160 Kmph (Answer) 
 
Q37. 10 Men can complete a job in 15 days. In how many days 15 men can 

complete the same job? 
 
Ans: 10 Men completes the work in 15 days 
15 Men completes the work in = 10x15/15 = 10 
15 Men completes the same work in 10 days. (Answer) 
 
Q 38. A banana costs Rs. 2 ½ What is the cost of 3 ½ dozen bananas? 
 
Ans: Rs. 2 ½ = Rs. 2.50 ps 
1 Rupee = 100 ps 
Rs. 2 ½ = 200+50  = 250 ps 
1 dozen = 12 
3 ½ dozen = 07/02 x 12 = 42 
1 banana cost  = 42x250ps = 10500 ps 
 
Cost of 3 ½ dozen Bananas = 10500ps or 105 Rs (Answer) 



 
Q39. The Distance between SC and NDLS is 1675 Kms. A train running with 

120 KMPH without stopping will cover the distance in how much of 
time? 

 
Ans: Distance between SC- NDLS = 1675 Kms 
Speed of the train = 120 Kmph 
 
Time = Distance / Speed 
1 hour= 60 minutes  
Train covers 120 Kms in one hour 
Train covers 1675 kms = 1675/120 =13.9 hrs (Answer) 
 
Q40.  A station Master has issued 25 tickets of Rs. 15 each and 15 tickets of 

Rs. 45 each. How much amount will he collect by the sale of tickets? 
 
Ans: 1 Ticket= Rs. 15 
25 Tickets=25X15 = Rs. 375/- 
1 Ticket =Rs. 45 
15 tickets= 15x45 = Rs. 675/- 
 
Total amount collected by station master = Rs. 375+ Rs. 675= Rs.1050 (Ans) 
 

Q41.  A TNC receive a gross salary of Rs. 22,000/- per month. In that 
contribution towards CGIS is Rs. 30/- PF Rs. 1,800/- CCS Rs. 800/- CCS 
loan amount recovery Rs. 2,000/- Quarter’s rent Rs. 750/- Electricity bill 
Rs. 175/- and LIC premium Rs. 1,675/- what is the net salary he receives? 

Ans: Gross Salary of TNC=  Rs. 22000 
 
Contribution towards CGIS=  Rs.     30 
    PF=  Rs. 1800 
 CCS=  Rs.   800 

    CCS loan= Rs.  2000 
    Qts. Rent=  Rs.   750 
       Ele. Bill=  Rs.   175 

   LIC =  Rs. 1675 
 

Total contribution = Rs.  7230 
 
Net salary = Gross salary – Total Contribution = 22000 – 7230 = Rs. 14770(Ans) 
 
Q42. Write a leave letter to your Sr. DOM requesting for 10 days leave? 

Date: 
Place: 

To, 
The Sr. Divisional Operations Manager, 
Hyderabad Division, 
Secundrabad. 

Requested Sir,  
Sub:- Request for leave (LAP)- Reg. 



Kindly grant me 10 day leave (LAP) form _________ to _________ as my 
daughter’s marriage is to be performed on ________________. 
 

Thanking you sir, 
       Yours faithfully,  

     Sd/- 
Name/Designation/Station: 

 
Q43. Write a letter to your friend inviting him to your place during holidays? 
 

 Date: 
Place: 

My Dearest Friend, 
Hello! How do you do ? I am fine here by the grace of God and hope same 

from your all. 

It is very long time we met each other personally. So I request you please 

come to my place with your family during these holidays. We will celebrate together 

this holidays festival together. 

I hope you will accept my invitation without any second thought. 

Hopping an early positive replay.“Rest all in Person” 

 
Yours lovingly friend, 

Sd/-  
Q44.  Write a letter to Civil Supplier’s Officer asking ration card for self and 

family members? 
Date: 

From: 
Name: ________________ 
Address: ______________ 
To, 
Civil Supplier Officer, 
Zone_____________, 
Area _____________. 

Respected Sir, 
Sub: Issue of new ration card-reg. 

I am working in south central railway came to Hyderabad on transfer from 
Bidar in Karnataka State, recently. Before coming I have surrendered by ration card 
at Bidar and got a letter from the Civil Supplies Officer from that place regarding the 
same. 

Now I request your kind authority to issue me a new ration card. I am 

enclosing Xerox copy of the letter of Civil Supplies Officer, Bidar. I am also enclosing 

my family particulars and Address proof particulars for your verification and further 

necessary action. 

I will remain grateful to you for your kind early action for the issue of the same. 
                         Thanking you, 

Yours faithfully, 
Enclosures: A/a                                                                         Sd/- 

 
Q45 Write a letter to municipal commissioner about the insanitary conditions    
        in your locality? 

               Date: 



From, 
Name;______________ 
Address:____________ 
 
To, 
The Municipal Commissioner, 
Circle II Hyderabad Municipality, 
Hyderabad. 

Respected Sir, 
Sub:- Insanitary conditions of our locality – Reg. 
I am a resident of _______________ area of Hyderabad. I wish to bring to 

your kind notice the insanitary conditions of our locality. For weeks the rubbish has 
not been remove and due to recent heavy rains drainages are over flowing and our 
area has become very dirty and has become breeding place for mosquitoes. So in 
this connection I request you to take proper steps immediately and improve the 
sanitary conditions of our locality at an earliest. Otherwise the health of the residents 
of this area will be affected badly. 
 
Looking forward for your early action and cooperation please 
 

Yours faithfully,  
Sd/- 

 
Q46. Write a letter to the Commissioner of Police lodging a complaint about the 

theft of articles in your house. 
 

Date: 
Place: 

From: 

Name____________ 

Address__________ 

 

To, 

The Commissioner of Police, 

Hyderabad. 

 
Respected Sir, 
 

Sub:- Theft that took place at my house- Reg. 
 
I along with my family members went to attend my friends sister marriage at 

Bangulure on 25-07-2011 locking my house correctly and carefully. After attending 

marriage I returned after 05(five) days i.e. on 30-07-2011 to our surprise the doors of 

the house were in opened condition. We all immediately rushed into the house and 

noticed that theft has took place. Then we searched for the lost property, but could 

not find. So I am lodging a complaint of theft along with the lost articles list for your 

information. 



I request your kind authority please investigate the case and catch the culprits 

and see that my lost property/articles are returned. 

I will be very much grateful to you for your appropriate early action please. 
 

   

  Yours faithfully, 

Sd/- 

Name__________ 

Mobile no_________ 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

General English. 

1. In 44. Of  
2. From 45. Too 
3. Before 46 A 
4. From 47 By 
5. By  48 An 
6. In 49 At 
7. Over the 50 From 
8. Which 51 Among 
9. When 52 At 
10. In 53 Since 
11. At 54 Until  
12. To  55 Even though 
13. By 56 Of  
14. An 57 For 
15. This 58 At 
16. To 59 In  
17. Whether  60 At 
18. To 61 At 
19. In  62 With  
20. After 63 Among 
21. In  64 On 
22. Is 65 In the  
23. To 66 A  
24. At 67 An  
25. Up 68 The  
26. By 69 The sun  
27. At 70 An 



28. In 71 A  
29. On 72 The  
30. Over 73 An  
31. For  74 A  
32. In  75 An  
33. With 76 House 
34. From 77 Radish 
35. Than 78 Jackal  
36. In  79 Polio 
37. From 80 Bengali 
38. The  81 Frog  
39. Who 82 Butter fly 
40. Which 83 Ostrich 
41. From 84 Tortoise  
42. With 85 Giraffe  
43. It  86 Earthworm 

 

General knowledge 

1.  Mumbai and Thane on 16th April 1853 
2.  Mr.  
3.  Mr.  
4.  Mr.  
5.  Mr.  
6.  Mr. 
7.  Mr. Justice  
8.  Mr.  
9.  Mrs.  
10.  Mr.  
11.  Mr. E S L Narasimhan 
12.  Mr.   
13.  Mr.  
14.  New Delhi 
15.  Mr.  
16.  Mr.  
17.  Mr.  
18.  Mr.  
19.  Mr.  
20.  Mr.  
21.  Mr.  
22.  Mr.  
23.  Mr. 
24.  Lucknow  
25.  Lucknow 
26.  Mr. Mahatma Gandhi 
27.  Mr. Sardar Vallabhabhai patel 
28.  Mrs. Sarojani Naidu 
29.  Peacock 
30.  Tiger  
31.  Lotus 
32.  New Delhi 
33.  Hyderabad 
34.  Hockey 



35.  Jana Gana Mana 
36.  Vande Mataram 
37.  Mr. Pingali Venkaiah 
38.  29  &  07 
39.  03 (26th Jan,15th Aug and 2nd Oct) 
40.  Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji 
41.  Mr. Rabindranath Tagore 
42.  Haryana and  Punjab 
43.  General 
44.  Admiral 
45.  Air-Chief-Marshal 
46.  Lt. Governor 
47.  Mr.  
48.  Delhi 
49.  Jaipur  
50.  Udaipur  
51.  17  &  07 
52.  Perambur  
53.  Allahabad  
54.  Chitarangan  
55.  Gwalior 
56.  Mr.  
57.  Mr.  
58.  Mr.  
59.  Mr.   
60.  Mr.  
61.  Mr.  
62.  Mr.  
63.  Godavari river 
64.  Vijayawada 
65.  Lord Rama 
66.  Lord Shiva 
67.  Sanatnagar  
68.  Coal 
69.  Secunderabad & Hyderabad Deccan 
70.  Trains clerk 
71.  Bogie covered with CBC on both sides 
72.  Bogie covered with transitional coupling on both sides 
73.  Bogie type flat for rails 
74.  Bogie type for heavy 
75.  Bogie open with bottom rapid discharge hopper wagon 
76.  Brake van 
77.  Brake Van with transitional coupling with Vacuum brake 
78.  Brake Van with CBC coupling with Air brake 
79.  Bogie Covered with air break 
80.  All welded covered bogie wagon  
81.  Bogie tank wagon for LPG with air brake 
82.  Box type for iron ore 
83.  Bogie tank for molasses 
84.  Bogie tank for water 
85.  Bogie open with center and side discharge hopper wagon  
86.  Bogie flat wagon open for rails with air break 
87.  Bogie Flat for containers 



88.  Air condition 
89.  Day coach / chair car 
90.  2 tier sleeping  
91.  Vestibule coach  
92.  Sub-urban coach 
93.  Second class luggage cum break van 
94.  Double motor parcel van with end doors opening 
95.  Store van 
96.  Track recording car 
97.  Inspection carriage for Administrative officers 
98.  Inspection carriage for divisional/Asst. officers 
99.  Vestibule self-generating II Class 3 Tier Sleeper 
100.  Vestibule self-generating air condition 3 Tier sleeper 
101.  Combined train report 
102.  Vehicle guidance 
103.  Over Dimensional Consignment  
104.  Section controller 
105.  Chief controller 
106.  Control office 
107.  Station Manager 
108.  Freight Operations Information System  
109.  Coaching Operations information System 
110.  Center for Railway Information System 
111.  Authorized Officer  
112.  CRS 
113.  COM 
114.  Permissive 
115.  Yellow 
116.  Above 110 Kmph 
117.  2000 
118.  Signal Warning Board (SWB) 
119.  Two (Attention & Proceed) 
120.  Double Yellow 
121.  Fog Protection  
122.  Double distant 
123.  Reception Stop Signal 
124.  Proceed (Green) 
125.  Illuminated A marker  
126.  Two Aspect Lower Quadrant Signals  
127.  Multiple Aspect Upper Quadrant Signals 
128.  T 509 
129.  Train parting or train arrived incomplete 
130.  ACP or insufficient vacuum/ air pressure 
131.  Front fouling mark not cleared  
132.  Passing defective signal with right authority  
133.  Accident in the loco shed/traffic yard adjoining loco shed 
134.  Accident take place at out station but main line is clear  
135.  Accident take place at out station but main line clear and the relief 

train is to be turned out with medical van  
136.  Accident take place at out station and main line is blocked and the 

relief train is to be turned out  without medical van 
137.  Accident take place at out station the main line is blocked and the 

relief train to be turned out with medical van 



138.  Three (3) 
139.  Accident relief train 
140.  Medical relief Van 
141.  Maschiven Fabrick Deutshland   
142.  30, 45 
143.  15, 20 
144.  5 kg/cm2 , min 4.8kg/cm2 
145.  5 kg/cm2 , min 4.7kg/cm2 
146.  Brake Application 
147.  Charging( Brake Release)  
148.  46 CMS, 38 CMS, 42 CMS 
149.  53 CMS, 47 CMS, 50 CMS 
150.  50 CMS 44 CMS 47 CMS 
151.  100% ,90% 
152.  90% 
153.  80% 
154.  Periodical Over Hauling   
155.  Intermediate Over Hauling 
156.  18 
157.  18 
158.  18 
159.  7500 KMS 35 DAYS 
160.  12+3 
161.  1 Month 7 days 
162.  Block section 
163.  Points and fouling mark 
164.  Points  
165.  T 369 (3b)+ PHS 
166.  T 369(3b) + PHS 
167.  PLCT (Paper Line Clear Ticket) 
168.  Shunting order 
169.  T 409 
170.  Three (3) 
171.  Guard,  Loco pilot 
172.  Loco Pilot 
173.  T 369(3b) + PHS 
174.  T 369 (1) 
175.  Fixed Signals, Hand Signals and Verbal Instructions 
176.  Outer, Home and LSS 
177.  Fog or Audible  
178.  Fixed, Hand, Detonator & Flare (LED Flasher Light) 
179.  Cotter-bolt or clamp and pad lock 
180.  Clamping and pad locking  
181.  Block Ticket 
182.  KMPH 
183.  KMPH 
184.  KMPH 
185.  Railway Board 
186.  Multi Model Transportation System   
187.  Zonal Railway Training Institute  
188.  Passenger Operated Enquiry System 
189.  Interactive Voice Response System 
190.  Anti Collision Device 



191.  Diesel Hydraulic Multiple Unit 
192.  Mainline Electrical Multiple Unit 
193.  Last Vehicle Check Device 
194.  Flashing Rear End Device 
195.  Signal Passing At Danger 
196.  National Trains Enquiry System 
197.  Indian Railway Catering and Tourism Corporation Limited 
198.  Container Corporation of India Limited  
199.  Diesel Locomotives Works 
200.  Integral Coach Factory 
201.  Rail Coach Factory 
202.  Chittaranjan Locomotives Works 
203.  Rail Spring Karkhana 
204.  Indian Railway Institute of Signal Engineering and Telecommunication   
205.  Railway Staff College 
206.  Research, Design and Standards Organization 
207.  Paper Line Clear Ticket  
208.  Rail Wheel Factory 
209.  Diesel Component Works 
210.  Area Training Center 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Ans 

 
 
 
 
Signal Flow Chart 

 
Signals 

 
 

Hand Signals                                  Fixed Signals                        Detonator Signals 
 
1.Flags: Red FlagAlso know as 
 Green FlagFog Signal/ 
Audible Signals 
2.Hand Signal lamp: Red light 

White light 
Green light 

 
3.Hands:Rt. Hand 

Lt. Hand 
  
 
Permissive SignalsStop SignalSubsidiary Signals            Other signals 
 
1. Distant 1. Calling On Signal         1.IB Signal 
2. Warner 2. Shunt Signal                 
 3. Gate Signal                  2.Automatic  
 4. Repeating Signal               Signal 
 5. Co-acting Signal 
 
 
    
     
   P Reception Stop Signal              Departure Stop Signal 
 

1. Outer Signal1. Starter Signal 
2. Home Signal2. Advance Starter 
3. Routing Home Signal3. Common Starter 

                                             4. Intermediate Starter 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 


